A linearized backward Euler Galerkin-mixed finite element method is investigated for the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau (TDGL) equations under the Lorentz gauge. By introducing the induced magnetic field σ = curl A as a new variable, the Galerkin-mixed FE scheme offers many advantages over conventional Lagrange type Galerkin FEMs. An optimal error estimate for the linearized Galerkin-mixed FE scheme is established unconditionally. Analysis is given under more general assumptions for the regularity of the solution of the TDGL equations, which includes the problem in two-dimensional noncovex polygons and certain three dimensional polyhedrons, while the conventional Galerkin FEMs may not converge to a true solution in these cases. Numerical examples in both two and three dimensional spaces are presented to confirm our theoretical analysis. Numerical results show clearly the efficiency of the mixed method, particularly for problems on nonconvex domains.
Introduction
In this paper, we consider the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau (TDGL) equations under the Lorentz gauge η ∂ψ ∂t − iηκ(div A)ψ + ( i κ ∇ + A) 2 ψ + (|ψ| 2 − 1)ψ = 0 , (1.1)
for x ∈ Ω and t ∈ (0, T ], where the complex scalar function ψ is the order parameter and the real vector-valued function A is the magnetic potential. In (1.1)-(1.2), |ψ| 2 denotes the density of the superconducting electron pairs. |ψ| 2 = 1 and |ψ| 2 = 0 represent the perfectly superconducting state and the normal state, respectively, while 0 < |ψ| 2 < 1 represents a mixed state. The real vector-valued function H e is the external applied magnetic field, κ is the Ginzburg-Landau parameter and η is a dimensionless constant. In the following, we set η = 1 for the sake of simplicity. We assume that Ω is a simply-connected bounded Lipschitz domain in R 3 . The following boundary and initial conditions are supplemented to (1.1)-(1.2) ∂ψ ∂n = 0, curl A × n = H e × n, A · n = 0, on ∂Ω × [0, T ], (1.3) ψ(x, 0) = ψ 0 (x), A(x, 0) = A 0 (x), in Ω, (1.4) where n is the outward unit normal vector. We note that in (1.1)-(1.4), ∇, div and curl are the standard gradient, divergence and rotation operators in three dimensional space. The TDGL equations were first deduced by Gor'kov and Eliashberg in [26] from the microscopic Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer theory of superconductivity. For detailed physical description and mathematical modeling of the superconductivity phenomena, we refer to the review articles [10, 20] . Theoretical analysis for the TDGL equations can be found in literature [14, 21, 29, 38, 39] . The global existence and uniqueness of the strong solution were established in [14] for the TDGL equations with the Lorentz gauge. Numerical methods for solving the TDGL equations have also been studied extensively, e.g., see [2, 13, 18, 19, 23, 27, 28, 34, 35, 37, 41] . A semi-implicit Euler scheme with a finite element approximation was first proposed by Chen and Hoffmann [13] for the TDGL equations with the Lorentz gauge. A suboptimal L 2 error estimate was obtained for the equations in two dimensional space. Later, a decoupled alternating CrankNicolson Galerkin method was proposed by Mu and Huang [35] . An optimal error estimate was presented under the time step restrictive conditions τ = O(h 11 12 ) for the two-dimensional model and τ = O(h 2 ) for the three-dimensional model, where h and τ are the mesh size in the spatial direction and the time direction, respectively. All these schemes in [13, 18, 35] are nonlinear. At each time step, one has to solve a nonlinear system. Clearly, more commonly-used discretizations for nonlinear parabolic equations are linearized schemes, which only require the solution of a linear system at each time step. A linearized Crank-Nicolson type scheme was proposed in [34] for slightly different TDGL equations and a systematic numerical investigation was made there. An optimal error estimate of a linearized Crank-Nicolson Galerkin FE scheme for the TDGL equations was provided unconditionally in a recent work [23] .
All these methods mentioned above were introduced to solve the TDGL equations (1.1)-(1.4) for the order parameter ψ and the magnetic potential A by Galerkin FEMs (or finite difference methods) and then, to calculate the magnetic field curl A by certain numerical differentiation. There are several drawbacks for such approaches. One of important issues in the study of the vortex motion in superconductors is the influence of geometric defects, which is of high interest in physics and can be considered as a problem in polygons. Previous numerical results [22, 23, 34] by conventional Lagrange FEMs showed the singularity and inaccuracy of the numerical solution around corners of polygons. Moreover, for the problem in a nonconvex polygon, conventional Lagrange FEMs for the TDGL equations may converge to a spurious solution, see the numerical experiments reported in [22, 32] for the problem on an L-shape domain. Another issue in the superconductivity model is its coupled boundary conditions in (1.3) , which may bring some extra difficulties in implementation to conventional Lagrange FEMs on a general domain, see section 5 of [12] for more detailed description. It is natural that a mixed finite element method with the physical quantity σ = curl A being the new variable may offer many advantages.
It has been noted that mixed methods for second order elliptic problems, such as the scalar Poisson equation −∆u = f with simple boundary conditions, Dirichlet or Neumann, have been well studied with the extra variable v = ∇u in the last several decades, e.g., see [8, 9, 24, 25, 40] and references therein. However, mixed finite element methods for the vector Poisson equation −∆u = f with the coupled boundary conditions curl u × n = g and u · n = 0 seems much more complicated than for a scalar equation. Theoretical analysis was established quite recently [4, 5] in terms of finite element exterior calculus. For the TDGL equations (2.13)-(2.16) in two dimensional space, Chen [12] proposed a semi-implicit and weakly nonlinear scheme with a mixed finite element method, in which both curl A and div A were introduced to be extra unknowns, and the corresponding finite element spaces for curl A and div A were constructed with certain bubble functions and some special treatments in elements adjacent to the boundary of the domain were also needed. A suboptimal L 2 error estimate was provided and no numerical example was given in [12] . Recently, a linearized backward Euler Galerkin-mixed finite element method was proposed in [22] for the TDGL equations in both two and three dimensional spaces with only one extra physical quantity σ = curl A (σ = curl A in two dimensional space). No analysis was provided in [22] . The scheme is decoupled and at each time step, one only needs to solve two linear systems for ψ and (A, σ), which can be done simultaneously.
This paper focuses on theoretical analysis on a linearized Galerkin-mixed FEM for the TDGL equations to establish optimal error estimates. More important is that our analysis is given without any time-step restrictions and under more general assumptions for the regularity of the solution of the TDGL equations, which includes the problem in nonconvex polygons and certain convex polyhedrons. Usually, conventional FEMs for a scalar parabolic equation require the regularity of the solution in H 1+s with s > 0 [11, 15] , while for the TDGL equations in a nonconvex polygon, A ∈ H s and curl A, div A ∈ H 1+s with s < 1 in general [31] . Our numerical results show clearly that the mixed method converges to a true solution for problems in a nonconvex polygon and conventional Lagrange type FEMs do not in this case. In addition, in the mixed FEM, the coupled boundary condition curl A × n = H e × n reduces to a Dirichlet type boundary condition σ × n = H e × n. Implementation of Dirichlet boundary conditions for vector-valued elements (such as Nédélec and Raviart-Thomas elements) becomes much simpler. In a recent work by Li and Zhang, an approach based on Hodge decomposition was proposed and analyzed with optimal error estimates. However, the approach is applicable only for the problem in two-dimensional space due to the restriction of the Hodge decomposition.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce the linearized backward Euler scheme with Galerkin-mixed finite element approximations for the TDGL equations and we present our main results on unconditionally optimal error estimates. In section 3, we recall some results for an auxiliary elliptic problem of the vector Poisson equation with the coupled boundary conditions. In section 4, we prove that an optimal L 2 error estimate holds almost unconditionally (i.e., without any mesh ratio restriction). In section 5, we provide several numerical examples to confirm our theoretical analysis and show the efficiency of the proposed methods. Some concluding remarks are given in section 6.
A linearized backward Euler Galerkin-mixed FEM
In this section, we present a linearized backward Euler Galerkin-mixed finite element method for the TDGL equations and our main results. For simplicity, we introduce some standard notations and operators below. For any two complex functions u, v ∈ L 2 (Ω), we denote the L 2 (Ω) inner product and norm by
where v * denotes the conjugate of the complex function v. Let W k,p (Ω) be the Sobolev space defined on Ω, and by conventional notations,
be a vector-valued Sobolev space, where d is the dimension of Ω. For a positive real number s = k + θ with 0 < θ < 1, we define H s (Ω) = (H k , H k+1 ) [θ] by the complex interpolation, see [6] . To introduce the mixed variational formulation, we denote
and
Also we define
Moreover, we denote
By introducing σ = curl A, the mixed form of the TDGL equations (1.1)-(1.4) can be written by
with boundary and initial conditions
The mixed variational formulation of the TDGL equations (2.1)-(2.3) with boundary and initial conditions (2.
For simplicity, we assume that Ω is a polyhedron in three dimensional space. Let T h be a quasi-uniform tetrahedral partition of Ω with Ω = ∪ K Ω K and denote by h = max Ω K ∈T h {diam Ω K } the mesh size. For a given partition T h , we denote by V r h the r-th order Lagrange finite element subspace of H 1 (Ω). we denote by Q r h the r-th order first type Nédélec finite element subspace of H(curl), where the case r = 1 corresponds to the lowest order Nédélec edge element (6 dofs). We denote by U r h the r-th order Raviart-Thomas finite element subspace of H(div), where the case r = 0 corresponds to the lowest order Raviart-Thomas face element (4 dofs). We also define
It should be remarked that Brezzi-Douglas-Marini element can also be used for approximation of H(div). Here we only confine our attention to the Raviart-Thomas element approximation. By noting the approximation properties of the finite element spaces V r h , Q r h and U r h [1, 8, 24] , we denote by π h a general projection operator on V r h , Q r h and U r h , satisfying
be a uniform partition in the time direction with the step size τ = T N , and let u n = u(·, nτ ). For a sequence of functions {U n } N n=0 defined on Ω, we denote
With the above notations, the linearized backward Euler Galerkin-mixed FEM for the mixed form TDGL equations (2.1)-(2.5) is to find ψ n h ∈ V r h and (
where r ≥ 0 and r = max{1, r}. ψ 0 h = π h ψ 0 and A 0 h = π h A 0 are used at the initial time step. The linearized backward Euler Galerkin-mixed FEM scheme (2.10)-(2.12) is uncoupled and ψ n h and (σ n h , A n h ) can be solved simultaneously. Moreover, for each FEM equation, one only needs to solve a linear system at each time step.
Remark 2.1 A linearized Galerkin-mixed FEM in two dimensional space: If the superconductor is a long cylinder in the z-direction with a finite cross section and the external applied field H e = H e [0, 0, 1] T (i.e., H e is parallel to the z-axis), the original three dimensional equations (1.1)-(1.2) can be reduced to a two dimensional equation [28, 37] 
14)
with boundary and initial conditions 
To introduce the FEM scheme for (2.13)-(2.16), for a quasi-uniform triangular mesh T h with mesh size h = max Ω K ∈T h {diam Ω K }, we denote by V r h and Q r h the r-th order Lagrange finite element subspaces of H 1 (Ω) and H 1 (Ω), respectively. We also define
• U r h be the r-order Raviart-Thomas finite element subspaces of
, where the case r = 0 corresponds to the lowest order Raviart-Thomas element (3 dofs). Then, by introducing σ = curl A, the linearized backward Euler Galerkin-mixed FEM scheme is to find ψ n h ∈ V r h and
where ψ 0 h = π h ψ 0 and A 0 h = π h A 0 are used at the initial time step.
Here we focus our attention on analysis of the mixed scheme and present our main results on optimal error estimates in the following theorem. The proof for the problem in three dimensional space will be given in sections 3 and 4. The proof for the two-dimensional model can be obtained analogously and therefore, omitted here. Numerical simulations on a slightly different scheme were given in [22] . Further comparison with conventional Galerkin FEMs will be presented in the section 5. We assume that the initial-boundary value problem (1.1)-(1.4) has a unique solution satisfying the regularity 
where s = min{r + 1, l} and C * is a positive constant independent of n, h and τ .
Remark 2.3
The above theorem shows that the convergence rate of the mixed method depends upon the order of the FEM spaces and also the regularity of the exact solution. In [31] , the authors proved that on a nonconvex polygon, the TDGL equations possess regularity only with 1 2 < l < π max j ω j < 1, where max j ω j denotes the largest interior angle of the polygon. More precisely, the two dimensional TDGL equations admit a solution with l < 2 3 on an L-shape domain. Therefore, the L 2 -norm convergence rate of the Galerkin-mixed method for the problem on an L-shape domain is O(τ + h 2/3−ǫ ). We note that the convectional Lagrange FEMs converge to a wrong solution due to the fact that in space A ∈ H l with l < 1 on a nonconvex domain, see Example 5.2 in section 5. Analysis for the TDGL equations in certain three-dimensional geometries was given in [30] In the rest part of this paper, we denote by C a generic positive constant and ǫ a generic small positive constant, which are independent of C * , n, h and τ . We present the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality in the following lemma which will be frequently used in our proofs.
Lemma 2.4 ( Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality [36] ): Let u be a function defined on Ω in R d and ∂ s u be any partial derivative of u of order s, then
for 0 ≤ j < m and j m ≤ a ≤ 1 with
except 1 < r < ∞ and m − j − n r is a non-negative integer, in which case the above estimate holds only for j m ≤ a < 1.
Preliminaries

An auxiliary elliptic problem
We consider the elliptic boundary value problem
where
By noting the definition of the standard three dimensional operators curl, ∇ and div, it is easy to verify that curl curl u − ∇div u = −∆u.
By introducing the new variable σ = curl u, the mixed formulation of (3.1) with the boundary condition (3.2) is given by
Then, the weak formulation of the above equation is to find (σ, u) ∈
Based on the above mixed weak formulation, the mixed FEM approximation to (3.6)-(3.7) is to
Theoretical analysis on convergence and stability of the above mixed finite element methods can be found in the two seminal papers [4, 5] , while our main concern in this paper is on the nonlinear parabolic problem of superconductivity. We summarize the main results in the following lemma and we refer to [4, 5] for details.
Lemma 3.1 Let (σ, u) and (σ h , u h ) be the solution of (3.6)-(3.7) and (3.8)-(3.9), respectively. Then the following error estimates hold
Elliptic and mixed projections
To prove the optimal error estimates of the linearized Galerkin-mixed FEM scheme (2.10)-(2.12), we define a Ritz projection operator R h : H 1 (Ω) → V r h and a mixed projection operator
h as follows (also see [40] ) :
where M is a positive constant which is chosen to ensure the coercivity of (3.11) and
We denote the projection error functions by
With the regularity assumption (2.20)-(2.21), by standard finite element theory [8] and Lemma 3.1, we have the following error estimates 14) and the stability result
4 The proof of Theorem 2.2
For n = 0, . . ., N , we denote
In this section, we prove that the following inequality holds for n = 0, . . ., N e n ψ 2
by mathematical induction. Theorem 2.2 follows immediately from the the projection error estimates in (3.14) and the above inequality. Since e 0 ψ 2
(4.1) holds for n = 0 if we require C * 2 ≥ C 1 , we can assume that (4.1) holds for n ≤ k − 1 for some k ≥ 1. We shall find a constant C * , which is independent of n, h, τ , such that (4.1) holds for n ≤ k. The generic positive constant C in the rest part of this paper is independent of C * .
From the mixed variational form (2.6)-(2.8), the linearized Galerkin-mixed FEM scheme (2.10)-(2.12), and the projection (3.11)-(3.13), the error functions e n ψ , e n σ and e n A satisfy
define the truncation errors.
We take ω h = e n ψ and (χ h , v h ) = (e n σ , e n A ) in (4.2)-(4.4), respectively. It is easy to see that, with the regularity assumptions (2.20)-(2.21),
We now estimate J n i (e n ψ ) for i = 1, . . ., 5 in (4.2) and J n i (e n A ) for i = 6, 7, 8 in (4.4) term by term. By noting the projection error estimates (3.14), we have
where Re(J i ) denotes the real part of J i and also, we have noted the fact that
For the term J n 3 , we see that
where we have used the projection error estimate (3.14) and an inverse inequality and required Ch 
By requiring Ch
Then it follows that
For the term J 5 , we have the bound
≤ ǫ e n ψ 2
the real part of J n 5 (e n ψ ) can be bounded by
For J n 7 , we can see that
Moreover, the first term in the right hand side of (4.6) is bounded by
where we have used an inverse inequality and required that Ch s− 1 2 ≤ 1. Similarly, the second term in the right hand side of (4.6) is bounded by
It follows that
Finally, for the term J n 8 , we can derive that
With (4.5) and above estimates for J i , for i = 1, . . . , 8, adding (4.3), (4.4) and the real part of (4.2) together, we get A e n ψ , ∇e n ψ ) | in (4.8), we use the induction assumption (4.1) for n ≤ k − 1 and inverse inequalities.
For τ ≤ h s , we have
≤ C e n−1 ψ 2
To estimate e n A L 2 , from (4.4) and estimates (4.7), we have that
where Cτ ≤ where we require
For h s ≤ τ , by (4.1), we have that for
Then, we have
where τ satisfies CC * τ ≤ ǫ and we used the following discrete embedding inequality (the proof is given in appendix)
By noting (4.11) and (4.12), we have
where we require that τ satisfies C √ C * τ ≤ ǫ. Therefore, from (4.8), for both cases τ ≤ h s and h s ≤ τ , we can derive that
By choosing a small ǫ and summing up the last inequality from 1 to n, we arrive at e n ψ 2
With the help of the Gronwall's inequality, we can deduce that e n ψ 2
Thus (4.1) holds for n = k, if we take C * > 2C. The induction is closed and the proof of Theorem 2.2 is complete.
Numerical results
In this section, we provide several numerical examples in both two and three dimensional spaces to confirm our theoretical analysis and show the efficiency of the linearized Galerkin-mixed FEM scheme. The computations are carried out with the free software FEniCS [33] .
Two dimensional numerical experiments
Example 5.1 In this example, we consider the following two dimensional artificial problem
for t ∈ (0, T ], x ∈ Ω, with boundary and initial conditions
where Ω = (0, 1) × (0, 1) and κ = 1. The functions f , g, ψ 0 and A 0 are chosen correspondingly to the exact solution
with H e = exp(x − t) sin(πy) − exp(y − t) sin(πx) .
We set T = 1.0 in this example. × U r h ) for r = 0, 1, 2. As σ = curl A is a real scalar function in the two dimensional case, correspondingly its approximation space Q r+1 h is the Lagrange element space consisting of all piecewise polynomials up to (r + 1)-th order. As the exact solution is smooth,to confirm our L 2 -norm error estimates, Table 1 : L 2 -norm errors of ψ, A and σ on the unit square (Example 5.1).. 
r+1 in our simulation and we present in Table 1 the L 2 -norm errors of ψ, A, σ.
We can see clearly that the L 2 -norm errors are proportional to h r+1 , r = 0, 1, 2, which confirm the optimal convergence of the scheme in two dimensional space.
To show the unconditional convergence of the methods, we solve (5.1)-(5.2) by the scheme (2.17)-(2.19) with (V 1 h , Q 2 h × U 1 h ) and three different time steps τ = 0.1, 0.01, 0.001. For each fixed τ , we take M = 8, 16, 32, 64, 128. The L 2 errors of ψ, A and σ are presented in Figure  2 . From Figure 2 , we can see that for each fixed τ , when the mesh is refined gradually, each L 2 error converges to a small constant of O(τ ), which shows clearly that the proposed scheme (2.17)-(2.19) is unconditionally stable and no time step restriction is needed. 
It is noted that in spatial space, the above exact solution only has the regularity Table 2 . From Table 2 , we can see that the convergence rates of the Galerkin-mixed method for the three components ψ, A and σ, are in the order of O(h 1.14 ), O(h 0.86 ) and O(h 1.91 ), respectively, which indicates that our method is suitable for problems on nonconvex domains.
For comparison, we also solve this artificial problem by a Lagrange type FEM under the same data settings. The linearized backward Euler Lagrange FEM is to find ψ n h ∈ V 1 h and A n h ∈ such that for n = 1, 2, . . . , N ,
and Table 3 . We see clearly that the numerical solution of the Lagrange FEM does not converge. We refer to [22, 32] for the numerical observation of the spurious convergence phenomenon by conventional Lagrange FEMs in the vortex motion simulations on an L-shape domain. ( 
Three dimensional numerical experiments
Numerical results for a three-dimensional artificial example was reported in [22] . For completeness, we include some similar results in this section to confirm the convergence rate of the Galerkin-mixed method for the problems in three-dimensional space.
Example 5.3
We consider the following three dimensional artificial problem 6) for t ∈ (0, T ], x ∈ Ω, with
where we set Ω = (0, 1) × (0, 1) × (0, 1) and κ = 1. The functions f , g, ψ 0 and A 0 are chosen correspondingly to the exact solution
We also set the terminate time T = 1.0 in this example.
A uniform tetrahedral mesh with M + 1 vertices in each direction of the cube is used in our computation, where h = √ 3 M . We solve the system by the Galerkin-mixed FEM scheme (2.10)-(2.12) with (V r h , Q r+1 h × U r h ) for r = 0, 1, respectively. Here σ = curl A is a three dimensional vector function and correspondingly Q r+1 h is the (r+1)-th order first type Nédélec element space. To confirm our error estimates in the L 2 norm, we choose τ =
). We present in Table 4 the L 2 -norm errors of ψ, A, σ. We can see clearly that the L 2 norm errors are in the order of O(h r+1 ), r = 0, 1, which confirm our error analysis in three dimensional space. Table 4 : L 2 norm errors of ψ, A and σ on the unit cube (Example 5.3). 
4.2803e-01 3.3717e-01 1.6782e+00 
Conclusions
We analyzed a linearized backward Euler Galerkin-mixed FEM for the time-dependent GinzburgLandau equations in both two and three dimensional spaces. We have established unconditionally optimal error estimates for the three dimensional model, while analysis presented in this paper can be extended to many other cases, such as the two dimensional problem and CrankNicolson scheme. The method can solve for the induced magnetic field curl A (curl A in two dimensional space) accurately without corner singularities and the method is particularly suitable for nonconvex domains and domains with complex geometries. Numerical experiments presented in this paper show the efficiency of the method and confirm our theoretical analysis. Large scale parallel computations and adaptive local refinement or moving mesh strategy will be conducted in our future work.
then the following discrete Sobolev embedding inequality holds
From the Hodge decomposition [4, 5] , the following exact sequence holds:
where ⊕ denotes the direct sum and the linear operator grad h : To prove (6.2), we only need to show
We first estimate grad h s h . Indeed, grad h s h can be viewed as the mixed FEM solution to the following Poisson equation with pure Neumann boundary condition −∆ u = div e n A in Ω ∇u · n = 0 on ∂Ω (6.6)
It should be noted that the regularity for (6.6) depends upon the the domain Ω, see [16, 17] . For a general polyhedron in three dimensional space, we have the following shift theorem
where α > 0 depends only upon the geometry of the polyhedron. The classical mixed FEM for solving (6.6) is to find (q h , u h ) ∈ (
From (6.4) and (6.5), one can verify that grad h s h = q h . By using an inverse inequality and the classical error estimates of mixed methods for elliptic equation [7, 9] , we can deduce that 8) where π h is the projection operator defined in (2.9). Now we turn to estimate curl θ h . From the discrete Hodge decomposition (6.5), we have (curl θ h , curl χ h ) = (e Since θ h = u h , from the standard error estimate [4, 5] , we have
Thus, with the projection operator π h in (2.9), we can derive the following estimates
where we have used an inverse inequality and noted that in (6.10)
curl u H 1/2+α + div u H 1/2+α ≤ C e n σ L 2 (6.13)
for a certain α > 0, see [1, 3] . The embedding inequality (6.2) is proved by combining (6.8) and (6.12). On a convex domain, we have α > 1 2 in (6.7) for the shift theorem. And then, we have
Moreover, for a convex domain Ω, the embedding inequality (6.13) can be re-written by 
